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Angela Brady Designs
Bespoke Handcrafted Fused Glass
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Glass Bowls
Fused & Dichroic Glass

I hand make fused glass bowls, vases, plates and 
jewellery. Each premium glass piece is a unique original 
and is inspired by contemporary Irish design and colours 
in the Irish landscape. Bowls designed with dichroic 
glass change colour depending on the light making 
them a beautiful statement piece.

Cost €350 - €550
300mm diameter
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Bespoke Glass Vases
Fused & Dichroic Glass

These vases are made from hand cut fused and dichroic 
glass designed into unique vases.  The “Bauhaus Crush” 
scarf shaped design is first made into a square sheet 
compromising of 85 pieces and then fused in a kiln twice 
to create this shape.  It can be used in a variety of ways 
from a vase to a stand alone glass sculpture. 

These vases and other glass pieces are totally unique, 
one of a kind. Many of my pieces are influenced by 
architectural movements like the Bauhaus.

Cost of these pieces range from €550 - €750

Bauhaus Crush,2021
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Glass Jewellery
Fused & Dichroic Glass

I make bespoke fused glass jewellery which is colourful, 
bright and highly reflective giving each piece a luxury 
feel. All the glass jewellery is carefully handmade in my 
studio with many small cut pieces of glass. The dichroic 
glass gives vibrant reflections which make pendants and 
brooches really ‘pop’. 

Each of my collections is based around a colour theme 
or landscapes I have been inspired by. The unique 
jewellery pieces make fantastic gifts for all occasions.
Please see the video below for a look at a selection of 
pieces designed for Showcase Ireland 2021, along with 
these I can also make specific designs for you. 

Costs range for individual pieces at €35, €70, €90, €120 
to €375 or for a collection of 10 small square pendants 
at €35 each. 
Each piece comes with a sterling silver hook and can be 
easily and safely posted anywhere in the world.

Angela Brady Designs
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Angela Brady is an Irish Craftsperson and Artist 
specialising in fused glass design and painting. Angela 
champions and represents Irish Design and Crafts 
internationally. She has art studios in Cork, Ireland and 
in London, UK and is a member of Design and Crafts 
Council of Ireland.

As a professional fused glass craftsperson Angela hand 
makes one-of-a-kind glass works and bespoke fused 
glass panels for many architectural projects and private 
clients. She designs and makes special collections of 
unique glass bowls, wall art plates, vases as well as a 
selection of eye catching glass jewellery. Each glass 
artwork is individual and is made with a mix of coloured 
fused glass and reflective dichroic glass. Angela takes 
inspiration from the Irish landscape, particularly in the 
West of Ireland and also her background in architecture 
and craft design.

Angela exhibits her designs in many Art Galleries and 
is a member of Chelsea Arts Club. Three of her glass 
works are in the Irish Embassy London Contemporary 
Craft Collection. She was invited to exhibit and the 
RHA Dublin and the RA in London with fused glass in 
architectural projects.
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